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SUbj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE DEATHS OF SENIOR 
CHIEF THOMAS HIGGINS AND PETTY OFFICER MICHAEL HOLTZ 
ONBOARD USS MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL (SSN 708) ON 29 

DECEMBER 2006 

either in ship-board training, watch-station 
qualifications, pipe-line schools, or at-sea exercises. 
[Enc 1. ( 64) - (66), ( 84) - (8 9), ( 99), ( 100 ) J 

26. The CO and OOD could not recall any details of the USS 
OLYMPIA incident and the XO and Prospective XO had minimal 
recollection of the USS OLYMPIA incident's Lessons Learned. 
[Enc1. (64) - (66), (84) - (89), (99), (100)] 

27. The USS OLYMPIA (SSN 717) incident presents a fact 
pattern similar to the subject case, is referenced on the 
Submarine Command Qualification Card, and is trained on 
during the Submarine Command Course. [Encl. (29), (35), 
(99), (100) J 

28. When asked, the CO, XO, PXO, and OOD were unable to 
recall any details or Lessons Learned regarding the USS 
ULYSSES S. GRANT (SSBN 631) incident at Portsmouth, New 
Hampshire, on 6 April 1987 that shared many similarities 
with this event. [Enc1. (64) - (66), (68) - (70), (84) - (89) , 
(99), (100)] 

PLYMOUTH ARRIVAL ON 22 DECEMBER 2006: 

29. MSP was scheduled to arrive at Plymouth, England, 
during the morning hours of 22 December 2006. [Encl. (64)
(66), (84)-(86), (99), (100)] 

30. During the final approach to Plymouth Harbor on the 
morning of 22 December 2006, the visibility in the sound 
was under 200 yards. [Encl. (68) - (70), (84) - (86), (99), 
(lOa)] 

31. LongRoom Port Control informed MSP that she could not 
enter the harbor area because of the limited visibility. 
[Enc 1. ( 68) - (7 0), ( 84 ) - (8 6), (99), ( 100) ] 

32. MSP transited to the southeast and remained 
holding box throughout the majority of the day, 
visibility to improve and the next tidal cycle. 

in a 
waiting for 

[Encl. 
(68)-(70), (84)-(86), (99), (laO)] 
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charts and the CO's questioning the identity of West Break 
Light. [Encl. (103)] 

129. When the pilot left the bridge, there were 800 yards 
remaining on the 250T prior to exiting the lee created 
by the Plymouth breakwater, and 1000 yards to the turn onto 
the 224T leg. [Encl. (105)] 

130. MSP was making an average speed over ground between 8 
and 9 knots as she transited the 250T leg. [Encl. (7), 
(64) - (66)] 

131. At approximately 1224Z, the CO ordered the Forward 
Escape Trunk (FET) upper hatch opened and Small Boat 
Handling Party (SBHP) personnel sent topside in preparation 
for transferring the Pilot to the Plymouth Harbor Pilot 
Boat. [Encl. (64)-(66), (84)-(86" (91), (92)] 

132. From the point where the order was given, at a speed 
of 8-9 knots, MSP had less than three minutes to send 
personnel topside and complete the pilot transfer prior to 
exiting the of the breakwater. [Encl. (5), (7)] 

133. The OOD asked the Navigator how much good water the 
ship had past the turn point to the 224T leg. [Encl. (64)
(66), (68)-(70)] 

134. The Navigator reported there were 800 yards of 
additional good water past the turn point to the 224T leg. 
(Encl. (64)-(66), (68)-(70)] 

135. The OOD was not concerned with completing the pilot 
transfer inside the breakwater - rather, he was concerned 
with completing the transfer prior to commencing the turn 
onto the 224T leg. [Encl. (64) - (66) ] 

136. Waves were visibly breaking over the breakwater as the 
ship transited the 250T leg past RFA CARDIGAN BAY and 
around West Break Light. [Encl. (43)] 
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wave and able to crawl to the FET hatch. 
(188)] 

[FF (160) -

9. Ship's personnel had adequate information and 
experience necessary to avoid this incident. Based on the 
charted geography of Plymouth Sound, the reports of 
approaching heavy weather from the south, the presence of 
waves breaking over the breakwater, the appeaLance of waves 
on the northern shore of Plymouth Sound beyond the lee of 
the breakwater compared to those on the northern shore 
behind the breakwater's lee, and the high southerly winds 
observed by the ship during the outbound transit, a 
professional mariner should have been able to anticipate 
the rough seas experienced by the ship past the end of the 
breakwater. [FF (14), (IS), (17) - (19), (77-80), (106), 
(136)] 

10. The ship's decision to get underway was influenced by 
weather forecasts of approaching heavy weather. There 
appeared to be concern that if the ship did not get 
underway on 29 December, another opportunity would not 
exist for several days. Ship's personnel did not perceive 
any urgent operational needs for the ship to get underway 
on schedule. [FF (56), (57), (75), (78)] 

Minor Opinions: 

Weather conditions: 

11. Weather conditions on 29 December supported the 
decision to get underway. Visibility, wind, and sea 
conditions were adequate for safe navigation. Sufficient 
protected water was available inside the lee of the 
breakwater to conduct the pilot transfer. [FF (15), (105)-
107} ] 

12. Local authorities did not inform the ship of 
restrictions on some surface ship movements due to gale 
winds on 29 December. Accordingly, these restrictions did 
not factor into the ship's decision to get underway. [(95, 
( 96) ] 
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33. Submarine Force training and qualification was not 
effective in preparing ship's personnel for this casualty. 
[FF (17}-(2S)] 

34. All options for maneuvering the ship back into 
protected water to enable recovery of tethered personnel 
(specifically, backing the ship and/or using the SPM to 
pivot) were not considered, or were employed too briefly to 
determine if they would have been effective. [FF (160)
(233) ] 

35. Contributing to this, the ship based its decisions for 
maneuvering room near the end of the breakwater on charted 
shoal water, although much more room was available due to 
the outbound transit being conducted at high tide. It 
cannot be determined if other ship's maneuvers in these 
circumstances would have been more effective in reducing 
the time to return the ship to a protected location. [FF 
(76), (196)] 

36. While attempting to recover the tethered men, key 
ship's personnel, including on the Bridge and the 
Navigator, incorrectly assessed that the ship was being set 
to the northeast, basing decisions for ship's maneuvers on 
this erroneous belief. Reconstructed track information 
reveals no appreciable set and drift. It appears the 
ship's motion towards the western end of the breakwater due 
to rudder and bell orders, combined with the sensation of 
southerly winds and seas l led to the conclusion that the 
ship was being set. [FF (106) I (l7S) I (195) I (200) I (201)] 

37. None of the key personnel recall looking at the set 
and drift information on shipboard tactical displays. 
During a portion of this period l directing actions to shut 
the FET hatch distracted the Navigator. It appears this 
distraction contributed to the ship not properly assessing 
set and dr i ft. [ FF ( 2 0 0) I ( 2 01) I ( 216) ] 

3S. The ship did not perform all actions required by the 
Man Overboard procedure (CP 62-14). SpecificallYI the 
ship/s whistle was not sounded and a flotation device was 
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